West London Community Cohesion Pathfinder

‘FAITH IN EACH OTHER’ PROJECT

Faith Communities Declaration On Community Cohesion

We believe faith organisations have an important role to play in bringing communities closer and in developing life-enhancing and stable communities.

As faith representatives in West London we commit ourselves to:

- supporting the values of community cohesion through our organisations and as individuals
- encouraging mutual respect, understanding and tolerance within and between different communities and faiths, whilst maintaining our own faith integrity
- encouraging closer links between all communities and all generations
- extending and developing inter-faith links and networks
- supporting ongoing work on community cohesion in West London
- combating discrimination and stereotyping of faith communities
- encouraging equality of respect and treatment for members of all faiths and none
- stimulating greater awareness and valuing of the contribution of faith communities to the well being of society
- seeking opportunities for practical local co-operation between faith communities

This project was co-ordinated by Ealing CVS